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Behind Halloween

• The ancient Pagan holy day of Samhain; 

• The beginning of a new year (as sunset begins a 
new day) in the Celtic tradition; 

• Entering the dark time; 

• The veils between worlds are thinnest now; 

• Time to connect with our ancestors. 

“Samhain (pronounced sow-en) is the traditional Celtic holiday of death, 
endings, beginnings and visionary magic.”  

Asia Suler, One Willow Apothecaries

https://onewillowapothecaries.com/


Samhain
The rituals and ceremonies carried out here by the pre-Christian Irish, offered assurances to the 
people that the powers of darkness would be overcome, and the powers of light and life would, 

once again, be in the ascendancy. This was the place where the Celtic sungod was celebrated at 
the year's end.



The Actors on the 
2020 Stage





Jupiter
• Mythological character of Zeus, 

King of the Gods 

• Rules Sagittarius and Pisces 

• Greater Fortune; justice; 
expansion 

• Largest planet - almost a sun 

• How will we find greater 
meaning? What story are we 
telling? 

• 12 year cycle



Saturn
• Kronos, a Titan 

• Rules Capricorn and Aquarius 

• Greater Infortune; the greater 
‘malefic’; contraction; 
restriction; solitariness; 
authority 

• Purpose is to help us ‘insource 
the authority we have 
outsourced’ 

• 29 year cycle



Pluto
• Hades (‘riches’) 

• God(dess) of the Underworld; 
elimination; intensification; 
death and rebirth 

• Unearths shadows; points to the 
authentic power of the life force 

• Our greatest power is sourced 
from our greatest authentic 
desire 

• 248 year cycle



Uranus in Taurus 
♅ in ♉

• From May 2018 to November 2018, March 2019 to 
July 2025, and November 2025 to April 2026. 

• Uranus - the ‘great awakener’; liberation and freedom; 
technology; innovation 

• Taurus - fixed Earth sign ruling agriculture, food, 
money, natural resources, relationship with the body 
and senses 

• Combined - what relationship will we choose with 
Nature, our bodies, the Earth?



The Stage



Capricorn ♑
• Cardinal Earth, feminine polarity, ruled by Saturn 

• The ‘Sea-Goat’ - manifesting deep, natural 
wisdom 

• Mastery, tradition, contraction and crystallization, 
strength and authority from within (conscious 
expression) 

• Control, fear, oppression (unconscious 
expression)



Aquarius ♒
• Fixed Air, masculine polarity, ruled by Saturn 

(traditional) and Uranus (modern) 

• The water-bearer, pouring out the waters of 
wisdom 

• Innovative, revolutionary, individualistic and 
community minded, idealistic (conscious) 

• Detached, prone to ‘group-think’, revolution and/or 
innovation only for the sake of it (unconscious)



The Turning of the 
Ages



—Nora Bateson

The relationships that were holding together 
illusions of stability in social, personal and 
biospheric patterns in place are melting, 

tearing, cracking, bursting into flames and 
vaporizing….This unfastening is shredding 
thousands of years of accumulated illusions 

of separation.



The Big Events



Saturn-Pluto
• Saturn-Pluto conjunction 

in Capricorn, 1/12/20 at 
220; 

• Gravity, contraction and 
restriction meet the 
Underworld Lord of 
intensity, elimination, 
and power; 

• Authoritarian measures; 
‘lockdowns’; isolation.



Jupiter-Pluto

• Planet of expansion meets the 
Lord of the Underworld; 

• Three conjunctions: April 4th; 
June 29th; November 12th, 
2020; 

• Expansion of power; great 
generosity; intensification of 
‘stories’.



Mars retrograde in Aries 
♂in ♈

• Retrograde began September 10th at 280 Aries; 
ends November 14th at 150 Aries; 

• Mars is in Aries from June 27, 2020 until January 
6th, 2021; 

• The warrior re-evaluating what is worth fighting 
for.



The Nodal Axis: Evolution 
and Karma

• Axis of evolution (North Node) and karma (South 
Node) 

• Cancer/Capricorn from Nov. 2018 - May 2020  
Cardinal 

• Gemini/Sagittarius from May 2020 - Jan. 2022  
Mutable 

• Taurus/Scorpio from Jan. 2022 - July 2023     
Fixed



–Lynn Bell, astrologer

“It will be incredibly important to hold more 
than one point of view next year”



The Great Mutation

• From Earth to Air; 

• From the Industrial Age to the Information? 
Social restructuring? Technology? Age; 

• A taste of the ‘Age of Aquarius”.





• “Pandemics tend to occur when tyrants are in 
control” (Saturn/Pluto/South Node in Capricorn); 

• Old structures, traditions, institutions are 
breaking down (Saturn-Pluto in Capricorn); 

• We have the opportunity to ‘grow up’ (Saturn in 
Capricorn); 

• We are in-between the old story and the new 
story (Nodal axis in Gemini/Sagittarius; Neptune 
in Pisces; Jupiter/Saturn/Pluto).



Is there light at the end?
“(There is) the ever-present 

possibility…to transfigure the 
darkness and deprivation of 
the low point of a life cycle 
by ….celebrating the ever 
remembered and always 
expected high moment of 

life. It evokes (our) undying 
FAITH IN CYCLIC 

RENEWAL.”  
90 Taurus Sabian Symbol, from Dane 
Rudhyar, An Astrological Mandala



A peek into 2021

• A taste of the age of Aquarius 

• Saturn square Uranus 

• Nodes (and eclipses) in Gemini-Sagittarius 

• Jupiter into Pisces (briefly) May 13; then Dec. 
28th (for a year). 



Saturn-Uranus Square

• Freedom vs. restriction 

• Manifesting innovation 

• “Stops what has gone too far”, 
Lynn Bell 

• Opening (first quarter) square; 
previous (closing) square in 
May, 2000, reversed signs









Our ancestors have 
been here before….



Rituals for honoring the Age

• Spend time in the dark; 

• Have a ‘conversation’ with a 
wise and loving ancestor; 

• Perform a ritual of release 
around what is no longer 
nourishing you deeply; 

• Tune in to Jupiter and Pluto 
and focus intensely on 
expansion of what you desire.



–R.E.M.

“It's the end of the world as we know it, and I 
feel fine”
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